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As always there has been a
great deal going on in Design
this half-term, and it is great
to see so many enrichment
activities and events taking
place across all Year groups.
A huge thank you to all staff
involved. Do take a look at
Mark Megilley’s photography
collection - it is fantastic! There
are lots of links in this edition
- something toinspire you over
the Christmas period. Enjoy!

department news
Purbeck Ice Cream Competition
A Year 9 Graphic Design competition in conjunction with Purbeck Ice Cream
was launched by Miss Morgan. Students had to design a promotional poster
to advertise the brand and the promotions they were running. The company
shortlisted the entries and put them on their Facebook page and website.
Lauren Steele and Hamish Bromley’s designs (see below and right) were chosen as
overall winners. They received some valuable feedback and a prize from Purbeck
Ice Cream. There were also 10 runners up. Certificates were made by Miss
Morgan for all of the winners and runners up. The whole class each got a free tub
of ice cream, with a choice of chocolate, honeycombe or vanilla bean. Visit their
website here to find the link to the Facebook photo gallery.
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with thanks to
contributors
EM, SV, MM, IM
Any contributions to:
ablogg@thomas-hardye.net
clester@thomas-hardye.net

Big Draw Workshops
Recently the Art and Photography staff collaborated to offer drawing
workshops as part of the national campaign for drawing, the BIG DRAW,
in a twilight session where seven different types of workshops were held.
Around 100 students from all year groups as well as staff participated.
Refreshments and homemade cakes were served at the start. Art staff
worked hard to ensure that a wide variety of contemporary and traditional
techniques could be enjoyed; ranging from human spirographs (see right)
to dribble drawing. One workshop was led by an IB Visual Arts student.
The Photography staff offered an exciting drawing with light and projection
workshop creating colourful atmospheric portraits. The drawings and
photographs created at the workshops are to be exhibited in the
BIG DRAW’ing Exhibition this month, along with coursework drawings
by Sixth Form, Lower School and Year 9 students to celebrate drawing
in different forms.

BIG DRAW EXHIBTION at The Thomas Hardye School
11th December - 14th January
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Mrs Cheney

have you seen?
have you been?

Things to inspire or entertain you:
locally, nationally & online

HOW2 Collective

Tim Smit, founder of the Eden Project, has launched
a new initiative to create a campus practising a new model
of tertiary education at the Eden Project. A collaboration
with Cornwall College, Cornwall Council, University
College Falmouth, it aims to give hope to young people
who have been failed by the traditional sector, and to
provide high-quality technical training to skilled workers.
Smit said that “Universities have in some ways stolen
the clothes of the blue-collar worker and we’d like to
reawaken a sense of the dignity and nobility in learning
technical skills... We want to offer people the vision of a
future in which being able to use your hands and your
brains is extremely desirable.” Areas of study include
lighting, sound, electronics, database management,
content management, narrative development, marketing,
teaching and set design. Read more at the this is
corwall website here

A Bit of Photographic Practice

Take a look at the body of work that Mark Megilley,
Head of Photography, has developed in his professional
practice. Great images and ideas to mull over!
www.markmegilley.viewbook.com/

Jim Al-Khalili
Horizon - Order & Disorder
BBC iPlayer

Year 12 Photography Trip
Photography students took a trip to
London accompanied by Mr Megilley,
Mr Morgan, Ms Davies and Mrs Walsh.
They visited the National Portrait Gallery
to see Taylor Wessing Portrait Prize
and the National Gallery for Seduced
by Art Exhibition. The latter shows
historical painting and early 19th century
photography alongside the work of
current photographers. It explores how
fine art traditions are used to underpin
and expand contemporary practice.
www.npg.org.uk/
www.nationalgallery.org.uk/

The very successful Community Lecture featuring Professor Jim Al-Khalili at the school last month was sold out.
A chance to see clips from his two Horizon programmes
on energy and matter is possible on the BBC iPlayer.
Also, a wealth of clips from the Shock and Awe series
and links to his work and research is available.
Look for more here.

John Hattie

Head of Melbourne Education Research Institute

Leading education expert on learning, John Hattie, was in
London last month for a festival of education. His seminal
2008 study Visible Learning rated in importance the
effectiveness of teaching techniques and other factors
affecting students’ learning. See some very interesting
coverage in The Independent of his opinions about
contemporary practices and the effectiveness of targets
and tests here. An extract from his table of effect sizes is
available on the www.teacherstoolbox.co.uk here.
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This edition’s Cut-out-&-Keep!
recipe card feature has been created by
Year 10 student Matt Handley who
took part in the first heat of the Yes Chef
Competition, see right. A warming dish
for a cold winter’s evening, with the added
challenge of making your own pasta.

Tagliatelle Pasta with a Rich Tomato Sauce
Ingredients:
serves 1 - increase quantities if required
For the sauce:				For the Pasta:
1 tin chopped tomatoes			
100g plain flour
1 Tablespoon tomato puree			
1 egg
2 cloves garlic					pinch salt
Handful of fresh basil
1 small onion

Method:
- Make the pasta by sieving the flour into a bowl, and adding the beaten egg.
- Stir with a table knife until a stiff dough is formed.
- Knead the dough for 5 minutes until smooth.
- Place in fridge to rest.
- To make sauce, chop onion and garlic finely, and place in saucepan with
1 tablespoon olive oil.
- Sauté until softened (about 5 minutes), then add chopped tomatoes and
tomato puree.
- Bring to simmer and leave for 20 minutes until thickened and onion is soft.
- Flatten balls of dough and put through a pasta machine until flat lasagne is
produced.
- Place lasagne sheets one by one through tagliatelle part of pasta machine.
- Put pasta in to a large pan of salted boiling water and cook for 2 minutes
only.
- Drain and serve with tomato sauce, garnished with fresh basil leaves.

notes

more news
Yes Chef Competition

In late November, ten Year 10 students spent the
afternoon competing in the first heat of the Harvest Foods
Yes Chef cookery competition. One of their tasks was to
make one savoury dish out of six ingredients only, within
an hour. Dishes made included fresh tagliatelle with a rich
tomato sauce, savoury sausage plait, and Thai fish cakes.
They were judged by three chefs from the industry and
Bournemouth and Poole college, all of which remarked on
the high standard of food produced and the enthusiastic
attitude of the students. The five students who should
be congratulated on their winning dishes were Ollie
Muir, Matt Handley, Charlie Caines, Tom Easterbrook and Lucy King, all of which will take part
in the quarter finals at Canford school in half-term. The second part of the challenge was to be able
to identify seven unusual ingredients, including uncooked beetroot, saffron, green peppercorns,
fresh sage and cooked chestnuts, which proved quite difficult for some. After their initial nerves, the
students really enjoyed their experience, and are looking forward to the next round, when they will
have to cook a two course meal in an hour and a half - wishing them the best of luck!

news
in brief...

Guest speaker, Sue Allatt, a photographers agent from London, gave a talk to Year
13 students and answered questions concerning her role in the industry, the highend photographers she represents, how the industry works and copyright and
usage fees. There was also a chance to go on a live London shoot for students who
are going on to Higher Education. See www.sueallatt.com

design innovation
The 3D Print Show in London in October
showcased a company which allows people to upload
their own designs to be put through 3D printers,
work by a Brazilian researcher who used ultrasound
displays to make a 3D model of a human foetus and
Makerbot Industries, manufacturers of 3D printers
for the home 3D printing market who make the
Makerbot Replicator for around £1,400. Take a look
at the coverage in The Independent online here.
Cardboard Bike creator, Israeli Izhar Gafni,
expert designer of automated mass-production
lines, has invented a bicycle made almost entirely of
cardboard, with a cost of around $12. Coated with
solution of organic solutions to make it waterproof
and fireproof, it could offer a cheap and sustainable
method of transport. See The Telegraph online here.
iBook Author is a free app to make and
share your own ebooks. With the ever-expanding
boundaries of technology, ebooks and ipads are

becoming part of everyday life and education.
The ability to join in is more and more important.
Download this free easy-to-use layout app for Mac
and iPad, and start making ebooks: stories, records
of work and resources. Free software Adobe Digital
Editions may be needed to view your completed
work. Take a look here.
The Future: Designed Around You was a
recent pull-out collaboration between Volvo & The
Guardian. Covering design, technology and bionics
in sport, plus the resurgence of traditional craft
techniques in modern design, it has plenty of
inspiring and useful starting points for discussing
design and technology: “A Sony Playstation 3 has
the same computing power as a 1997 military
supercomputer.” See also Anton Alvarez, a
recent graduate from the RCA, who has invented a
thread-wrapping machine to bind wood, plastic and
steel into sculptural pieces and furniture. Look
online at The Guardian’s website here.

